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Introduction to choice modelling

A Brief …



Introduction to choice modelling

Assumptions: 1. Decision maker trades off attributes

2. Selects the alternative that maximises their ‘utility’



Introduction to choice modelling

The task (for us/you) is to capture all of the attributes that are important (salient) to the 

decision being made



Introduction to choice modelling

The task (for us/you) is to capture all of the attributes that are important (salient) to the 

decision being made



Introduction to choice modelling

Recall that decision makers are assumed to make trade-offs between the attributes of 

alternatives…

The end result of this is an econometric model that estimates the (relative) utility each 

decision maker holds towards the available alternatives
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It’s all about the data

A Brief …



Choice data

Most people think of choice modelling, when they are actually thinking of one of two 

different data paradigms…

Choice modelling: is the econometric modelling of (discrete) choice data

Typically, choice modelling is estimated on one of two different types of (discrete) choice 

data

Revealed preference data: choices made in real 

markets (what you actually did)

Stated preference data: choices based on hypothetical 

markets (what would you do)



Revealed preference data

Real markets, real choices, real problems



Revealed preference data



Revealed preference data



Issues with revealed preference data I

In many real world applications, we 

observe only the choices people make

We know nothing about the alternatives 

they didn’t choose



Issues with revealed preference data I

We can obtain information about non-chosen alternatives in five different ways…

Impute the unobserved attribute values with the average attribute values of observed 

alternatives

Bus users Train users Car users

Bus attributes

Car attributes

Bus attributes

Train attributesTrain attributes

Car attributes



Issues with revealed preference data I

We can obtain information about non-chosen alternatives in five different ways…

Sample across the distribution of choosers to identify the proportion having chosen 

multiple alternatives, and substituting these attribute values for non-chosen alternatives 

Bus users Car users

Also used train Also used car Also used train

Train users

Also used busAlso used car Also used bus



Issues with revealed preference data I

We can obtain information about non-chosen alternatives in five different ways…

Use stated non-chosen attribute values, based on the notion that capturing perceptual 

data will produce more realistic behavioural models

Bus users Train users Car users
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We can obtain information about non-chosen alternatives in five different ways…

Use stated non-chosen attribute values, based on the notion that capturing perceptual 

data will produce more realistic behavioural models

Bus users Train users Car users



Issues with revealed preference data I

We can obtain information about non-chosen alternatives in five different ways…

Synthesize the data using known information such as travel distances or other socio-

demographic characteristics and to condition the synthesized data on these constraints

Bus users Train users Car users



Issues with revealed preference data I

We can obtain information about non-chosen alternatives in five different ways…

Where known, use the attribute levels of all alternatives currently on the market

In 2014, there were 30,069 new vehicle 
types on the market in Australia



Issues with revealed preference data II

We can only capture data on alternatives that exist in the current market



Issues with revealed preference data III

Or where there is a market…



Stated preference data

Hypothetical markets, hypothetical choices, real problems



Stated preference data



Stated preference data



Issues with stated preference data I

It’s not real…

40.79% of respondents changed their original choice



Issues with stated preference data II

People will answer the surveys we give them

One of the major problems is the argument that respondents can only handle small 

problems… if presented with simplified tasks, they will respond to the information they 

are given which may not reflect the real choice processes they would otherwise use in 

the real world



Issues with stated preference data II

People will answer the surveys we give them

One of the major problems is the argument that respondents can only handle small 

problems… if presented with simplified tasks, they will respond to the information they 

are given which may not reflect the real choice processes they would otherwise use in 

the real world

N.B. This is also an issue with RP data – you don’t ask, they can’t tell



Issues with stated preference data II

It is not necessarily true that a person forced to undertake a trip to work is constrained 

to choose only between modes, but rather may also have available the option of staying 

with the same mode but changing their travel time. 

That is, if crowding on a train exceeds some threshold, 

a person may elect to choose to take an earlier train rather

than switch modes to bus. 

Failure to account for such behaviour is likely 
to result in an overestimation of the travel 
time and cost sensitives than exist in real 
markets. 



Issues with stated preference data III

People don’t know what they are doing (or worse yet, they do)…

There are consultants (and academics) who are using SP techniques that actually 

designed to produce certain outcomes… 

One common method used in many transport CBA projects is the use of boundary value 

designs…



Issues with stated preference data IV

Decisions may relate to factors beyond the immediate choice being 
considered. 

For example, the mode choice observed for the trip to work may have 
nothing to do with the relative times and costs of the morning commute 
trip, but rather due to a constraint on the related trip undertaken at the 
end of the day.

I took the car rather than the bus in the 
morning because I need to pick up the kids in 
the afternoon



Case studies

All mistakes are mine…



Case Study #1

The Federal government requested a CBA of several potential NBN technologies. 

As part of the CBA, a SP experiment was conducted to examine the consumer 

preferences for NBN, and obtain estimates of the values consumers place on upload 

and download speed…

There were lots of debates before the project kicked off………..



Case Study #1

Previous work had made use of SP 

experiments involving unlabelled 

alternatives, and included only upload 

and download speed and costs…



Case Study #1

Previous work had made use of SP 

experiments involving unlabelled 

alternatives, and included only upload 

and download speed and costs…

We argued for something a little more 

closer to reality…

And found that the choice is not just about 
upload/download speed…



Case Study #1



Case Study #1

This case study presented numerous problems…

The government initially wanted to value upload and download speed… this is marginal 

willingness to pay

What they really needed was a measure of Hicksian compensation (consumer  surplus)
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Case Study #2

The pharmacy industry in Australia is currently very heavily regulated, with severe 
restrictions on who can own a pharmacy, how many and how close pharmacies can be 
located within certain distances

In 2014, the Australian government launched a review of competition policy (chaired by 
Professor Ian Harper) 

As part of the review, the Harper review recommended that the pharmacy industry be 
deregulated in Australia

The key objectives of this study were to explore how much consumers value the current 
pharmacy environment and understand what is most important to these consumers 
when choosing a pharmacy



Case Study #2



Case Study #2



Where to next

The next generation of headaches



Next generation of models

In many applications, we cannot handle the existing models…

• Models with random parameter distributions accounting for preference heterogeneity 

are now common, but in transportation for example, the network models that use 

these parameters to forecast can only handle discrete parameters

And now the next generation of econometric models are starting to appear…

• Hybrid choice models

• Multiple discrete continuous extreme value (MDCEV) models

• Models that account for information processing

• …



Hybrid choice models



MCDEV models

Many demand problems are not problems of discreteness, but rather involve solving 

equations related to discrete/continuous demand outcomes

• Transportation is a derived demand – people travel to undertake activities, not for the 

sake of travelling

• Therefore, we should model activities … what activities (discrete) and how long 

each activity is (continuous) 

• Budget allocation tasks – rather than ask about specific events/trips/policies, maybe 

we should be working directly with budgets



Next generation of models

Conclusion… things are about to get a whole lot harder

• There is already growing distance between academia and practice … it is about to 

get a whole lot wider

• Even us academics don’t know what we are doing (mostly)

• Funding and opportunities to fix these problems is shrinking .. 

• I wish you all luck in the future .. Me I plan on becoming a diving 
instructor on an obscure Island


